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ABSTRACT

Introduction: A primary objective of healthcare services is to improve patients’ health and health-related quality of life (HRQoL). Glaucoma, which affects a substantial proportion of the world population, has a significant detrimental impact on HRQoL. Although there are a number of glaucoma-specific questionnaires to measure HRQoL, none is preference-based which prevent them from being used in health economic evaluation. The proposed study is aimed to develop a preference-based instrument that is capable of capturing important effects specific to glaucoma and treatments on HRQoL and is scored based on the patients’ preferences.

Methods: A sequential, exploratory mixed methods design will be used to guide the development and evaluation of the HRQoL instrument. The study consists of several stages to be implemented sequentially: item identification, item selection, validation and valuation. The instrument items will be identified and selected through a literature review and the conduct of a qualitative study. Validation will be conducted to establish psychometric properties of the instrument followed by a valuation exercise to derive utility scores for the health states described.

Ethics and dissemination: This study has been approved by the Trillium Health Partners Research Ethics Board (ID number 753). All personal information will be de-identified with the identification code kept in a secured location including the rest of the study data. Only qualified and study-related personnel will be allowed to access the data. The results of the study will be distributed widely through peer-reviewed journals, conferences and internal meetings.

INTRODUCTION

In a patient-oriented healthcare system, a primary objective of health services is to improve patients’ health and health-related quality of life (HRQoL) while maintaining efficiency of the system. Glaucoma is an ocular condition that is characterised by increased intraocular pressure, retinal ganglion cell death and often blindness. It is the second leading cause of irreversible blindness in the world with 60 million people worldwide estimated to be suffering from the condition.1 Topical drugs form the basis of current glaucoma management. Trabeculectomy, and other filtering glaucoma procedures, are used when drugs fail.2 Intraocular devices that drain aqueous humour and microinvasive glaucoma surgery (MIGS) are being increasingly used in glaucoma patient management.3 4 Although glaucoma or its treatment have no sizable impact on mortality, it does affect HRQoL of patients. Therefore, HRQoL has become an important outcome that can be measured properly.

Health utility is a common method of measuring patients’ health status and HRQoL using a single index score anchored at 0 for being dead and 1 for full health.5

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Use of a mixed methods approach facilitates development of a health state descriptive system for the instrument.
- Reliance on patient inputs to identify and select items is likely to increase overall validity of the instrument.
- Glaucoma-specific measure of health-related quality of life and preference-based scoring enable this instrument to be used in clinical and economic evaluations.
- Incorporating patients’ inputs supplemented by the evidence from literature into the instrument development is to some extent subjective.
- A topic of an ongoing debate, the use of patients as the source of preferences for health state valuation is subject to limitations that have been discussed in the literature.
Health utility can be also used to measure population health. For instance, Statistics Canada uses utility values collected by the generic Health Utility Index as a measure of overall functional health.6 Another common application of health utilities is the calculation of quality adjusted life years (QALYs) (ie, quantity of life weighted by quality of life as measured using health utility) for health economic evaluations (EE). When an array of treatment options is available, public and hospital administrators are faced with challenges in selecting treatments in order to use public funds efficiently. EEs synthesise evidence on costs and QALYs and are widely used to inform resource allocation decisions.5 However, the contribution of EE to decision-making appears to be limited in the field of glaucoma due to the lack of a utility-based instrument that is validated, sensitive and easy enough to use in longitudinal studies.

Health utility in patients with glaucoma can be measured using direct and indirect approaches.7–9 Both approaches however have drawbacks that render their use less suitable for glaucoma clinical practice or research. For instance, the direct use of established preference elicitation techniques such as the time trade off or the standard gamble is time consuming and cognitively challenging. One indirect option is to use predeveloped preference-based instruments (eg, EuroQol-5 dimensions). These existing instruments were developed for generic use so are limited in detecting important health changes in patients with glaucoma.7 10 Existing vision or glaucoma specific instruments (eg, National Eye Institute Visual Function Questionnaire or Glaucoma Quality of Life-15) consist of multiple domains and multiple items per domain that are relevant to the disease (eg, vision) and produce a score by summing up the responses to the items.11–13 Owing to their non-preference scoring method the summary scores are not on the health utility scale and thus cannot be used in economic evaluation. Developing a mapping algorithm to convert existing non-preference-based glaucoma-specific HRQoL scores to health utility through statistical models is an option.14 Mapping results, however, seem inconclusive with studies often reporting poor model performances and limited validity.10 15 Attempts to employ mapping with routine measures of vision have not been satisfactory either.10 16 Moreover, existing glaucoma instruments have been reported to use attributes that do not cover the broader HRQoL aspects such as the impact of treatments.17 They tend to focus on disease burden only (ie, visual acuity, loss of peripheral vision, etc). However, for many patients with glaucoma, use and adherence to eye drops and local ocular issues may have non-negligible impact on HRQoL.

There were previous attempts to develop preference-based HRQoL instruments to measure health utilities in ophthalmology. For example, the Vision and Quality of Life Index (VisQoL) was developed for patients with vision impairment.18 However, only about 18% of the focus group participants that contributed to the VisQoL’s item bank had glaucoma. Also, VisQoL cannot be used as a standalone instrument for generating utility values.19 To the best of our knowledge, the only glaucoma-specific preference-based instrument (GPI) was developed by Burr et al.20 The GPI has six dimensions with four response levels per dimension. Discrete choice experiment was then used for health state valuation. This work however has several limitations. First, psychometric properties of the GPI were not assessed neither prior to (preferably) conducting the valuation exercise nor afterwards reliability, responsiveness and validity of the instrument remain unknown. Second, the anchoring of the value set was performed on the 0 (worst state)—1 (best state) scale instead of the 0 (dead)—1 (perfect health). As a result of the latter, the measure in this form cannot be used to calculate QALYs for economic evaluations.20 21 Our intention therefore is to address the current need for a preference-based glaucoma measure building on the body of experience and knowledge gained so far.

**Aim**: To develop a glaucoma-specific preference-based HRQoL instrument that can capture important impact of glaucoma disease and treatments on HRQoL and be used in economic evaluation of glaucoma-related interventions.

**Objectives**: The specific objectives of the study are to:
1. Develop the descriptive system for this instrument using a mixed methods approach
2. Establish psychometric properties of this instrument
3. Develop preference-based scoring algorithm for this instrument.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

A mixed methods approach combines the best features of qualitative and quantitative research in a rigorous manner. We will use a common mixed methods design, an exploratory sequential study that builds every next stage on the results of the preceding stages.22 The design is well suited for developing a HRQoL instrument as it allows for the identification of key domains/items using qualitative techniques and then testing them using quantitative techniques (psychometric and econometric).22 The development of this instrument therefore consists of several distinct stages to be implemented sequentially: item identification, item selection, validation and valuation. **Figure 1** presents a brief descriptive summary of the stages.

When developing a HRQoL instrument, it is important to reflect the full range of important patient experience and views to ensure that it is a valid, reliable, sensitive and responsive measure.23 There are two main approaches. One is a bottom-up approach whereby the content is obtained from the literature, including existing instruments and surveys. The other is a bottom-up method that relies on patient inputs and uses qualitative techniques to generate items. Although more time consuming, the latter approach is likely to increase content...
validity and improve responsiveness to change. Another benefit of the bottom-up methodology is that it is well suited for developing an instrument that is amenable to valuation. In order to ensure that we take into consideration both patient experience and existing evidence, we will use a combination of the two.

Stage 1: Item identification
A review of published studies will be undertaken using a comprehensive search strategy. The main objective of this stage is to identify items that have been in use to measure or describe various facets of HRQoL in patients with glaucoma and to inform the next qualitative stage. The following databases will be searched: MEDLINE In Process (1950 to present), EMBASE (1980 to present) and MEDLINE PubMed (up to present). Search filters will include the language (English only) and age (above 18). The key search terms will include glaucoma, quality of life, patient satisfaction, questionnaire, instrument, glaucoma drug effects and eye surgery. The title and abstract of all the retrieved articles will be screened for relevance and then full text review for eligibility. Publications will be included if they describe the general impact on HRQoL of the disease and treatments as perceived by patients. The identified items will be used to develop a patient interview guide.

Stage 2: Item selection
Qualitative description, a qualitative research approach, will inform all sampling, data collection and analytic decisions at this stage of the project. Use of this naturalistic mode of inquiry allows us to understand study participant's experiences and views related to HRQoL and glaucoma helps determine items of most importance and relevance to them and document information in the language used by the participants—which will be used in creating a sensitive and responsive tool that will resonate with this population.

The study will take place on the premises of the Prism Eye Institute, Ontario, Canada. A purposeful sample of patients with glaucoma will be recruited at one of the institute’s clinics. The following inclusion criteria will be applied to determine eligibility of participating patients:
1. Confirmed diagnosis of glaucoma in one or both eyes (according to the Canadian Ophthalmological Society’s Glaucoma Guideline)
2. No evidence of other eye disease significantly affecting vision
3. Age 18 years and above,
4. No cognitive impairment,
5. Able to speak and understand English
6. Able to consent
Study eligibility is determined during ophthalmology clinic visits. All visiting patients are provided a one-page
information sheet summarising the study. Interested individuals who meet study eligibility criteria are contacted by an interviewer to confirm participation and book an interview. Written consent is obtained prior to beginning of the interview.

Purposeful sampling refers to identifying individuals who have experienced the phenomenon under study and who can provide a rich description of their experiences.27 Further, we will employ maximum variation (MV) as a strategy of purposeful sampling. MV aims to identify central themes that are common among the patients by sampling participants with diverse characteristics (eg, duration of glaucoma, its severity, history of glaucoma surgery and the number of times eye drops are used per day).27 Such a small sample of great variation captures core shared items while also allowing for documentation of unique features of each case. The central themes that are common across all the patients but different in terms of intensity are likely to increase the validity and sensitivity of the instrument once converted into the items. A MV sampling matrix will be created to ensure that recruitment covers the desired variation: each person in the sample should be as different as possible from the others based on the aforementioned characteristics.

An estimate of the number of individuals required to capture a comprehensive set of health experiences in this patient population is determined. The sample sizes from published qualitative studies ranged from 6 to 50 participants with 15–20 participants on average.28 For a descriptive qualitative study of this nature, employing maximum variation sampling, we estimate recruiting at least 30 participants.

Data collection
Each participant will undergo a face-to-face, semistructured interview, conducted by a researcher with experience in qualitative interviewing. Each interview will last up to 60 min and will be conducted in a private room located within the eye clinic.

Using the key items identified in stage 1 as probes, the interview will explore (1) the participants’ experiences of living with glaucoma; (2) how living with glaucoma impacts their HRQoL; and (3) their experiences of undergoing glaucoma treatments. Responsive questioning will be employed throughout the interviews. Also, since the qualitative analysis of the emerging data will begin immediately after the first interviews and be simultaneous, new information that is discovered in the process can be added to the guide for further exploration in subsequent interviews.

At the end of each interview, the participant is asked to complete a short demographic questionnaire. In addition, the ophthalmologist fills out a form containing basic clinical information for each participant such as disease severity, vision parameters (eg, vision acuity, field measurements, recent intraocular pressure) and details of current and previous treatments.

Data analysis
The interviews with participants will be audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Identifying information will be removed from interview transcripts and then uploaded into computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software to aid in data storage, management and coding.

Analysis of the transcribed interviews will be guided through the use of the Framework Method (FM). FM is a highly systematic method of qualitative content analysis gaining more popularity with developers of preference-based HRQoL instruments as the goal of the analysis is known at the beginning (ie, item generation and selection) and no underlying theories need to be induced in contrast to some other methods of qualitative analysis.24 29 30

Step 1: Familiarisation and coding
The researchers will familiarise themselves with the interview transcripts. Through this process the researchers will identify a number of common and recurring themes among all the items discussed during the interviews. These will include the themes introduced by the guide and the new issues raised by the participants. Each recurring theme will receive a code and a brief description.

Step 2: Development and application of a conceptual framework
The codes from the first few transcripts will be organised into themes and form the initial conceptual framework. Researchers will apply the framework to the subsequent transcripts as interviews continue and refine the coding by incorporating new items and grouping or regrouping the codes. The new emerging items will also be incorporated into the guide to be used as a probe in the following interviews. The refine-apply cycle will be repeated until no new information is identified. The final conceptual framework will be reapplied to each transcript.

Step 3: Charting a matrix
At this step the coded data will be summarised in a framework matrix: one row for each study participant and one column per code. The abstracted data of participants’ expressions will be used to fill out the corresponding matrix cells. The matrix will help finalise the themes and retain the original wording for the items that describe each theme.

Step 4: Draft items for the instrument and pilot testing
In general, the number of items used in a preference-based instrument is usually limited (eg, ≤9) in order to ensure the feasibility of developing a preference-based scoring algorithm.21–24 Candidate items that are deemed most pertinent for the purposes of the measurement and their corresponding response levels will be selected based on joint consideration of qualitative feedback from patients and clinical experts of the team. These items will form the items of the instrument.
To ensure that the items are understandable to patients, we will conduct a pilot test among a small group (10–15 patients) of not previously involved patients asking them to complete the instrument. We will evaluate the draft instrument on the following parameters: the patients’ overall impression, the clarity of the instructions and of the items/response choices, the readability of the format, level of difficulty and whether any assistance is required.31–33 Building on the use of a mixed methods approach, the instrument will be validated and valued following the pilot test.

**Stage 3: Validation**

The instrument’s psychometric properties will be established through a prospective validation study. The results of the validation study such as validity, reliability and sensitivity will lead to finalisation of the instrument’s health state descriptive system.

**Design and sample**

A longitudinal study will be conducted using the same inclusion criteria as for the qualitative stage 2. Participants will be recruited through stratified convenience sampling. Stratification will be performed by treatment type: only topical drops, filtering procedures (trabeculectomies, tubes, etc) and MIGS. Approximately 20% of patients from each treatment arm will represent patients who have not received prior glaucoma therapy (‘virgin eye’): responses from these patients will be used to test responsiveness. Recruitment will also ensure that the sample is balanced by disease severity levels: mild, moderate and advanced.

The instrument will be administered to the participants at baseline and at two follow-up points: at 2 weeks and at 3 months following treatment event/initiation in order to test key psychometric properties (figure 2). The National Eye Institute 25-Item Visual Function Questionnaire (NEI-VFQ-25) will be used throughout the study as the ‘gold’ standard.11 The NEI-VFQ-25 is an abbreviated (25 item) version of the NEI-VFQ-51 vision specific tool to measure HRQoL in patients with chronic eye conditions. It covers 12 domains and is currently considered the standard for non-preference-based HRQoL tools in ophthalmology.17

For the required sample size, we will follow a general assumption: the number of participants in a validation study needs to exceed the number of items in the instrument by a factor of at least 5 for each treatment subgroup bringing the total to ~150 participants.34 35

**Item and psychometric analysis**

**Missing responses**

Item analysis will be carried out to assess completion rates and missing values (ie, the number of participants who completed the entire instrument, or missed one or more items). Further analysis of missing values will take account of the importance of missing data (important data, eg, no level is selected or less important, eg, a gap in demographic data).

**Score distribution**

‘Ceiling’ and ‘floor’ effects indicate that responses are rather skewed towards the extremes of the scale. A higher proportion of responses accumulating at the favourable end of the scale will indicate the ‘ceiling’ effect, while the opposite will point toward the ‘floor’ effects. This reduces the ability of the instrument to determine any changes among those who score on the extremes and if present requires further investigation. The percentages of the sample will be calculated: 10% or greater of responses scoring at either end of the scale will be suggestive of the ceiling or floor effects.36

**Construct validity**

Construct validity refers to the degree to which an instrument measures what it is designed to measure and is an important characteristic.35 Construct validity will be measured through assessing convergent and divergent validity. Convergent validity shows correlation among attributes that should be correlated in theory whereas divergent (or discriminant) validity demonstrates the lack of correlation among attributes that in theory
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**Figure 2** Schematic plan of validation study. NEI-VFQ, The National Eye Institute 25-Item Visual Function Questionnaire.
should not be associated. Both types of construct validity will be measured using the NEI-VFQ-25 as a reference instrument.

We will use Pearson correlation coefficients to evaluate construct validity. Moderate to strong correlations (≥0.5) between similar attributes will support convergent validity, while weak correlations (≤0.3) between dissimilar attributes will support the discriminant validity.35 36

Reliability

Test–retest reliability refers to the repeatability of a measurement administered on two occasions during which there is no significant change in the participant’s status. We will readminister the instrument 2 weeks after the baseline to ensure that the participants do not recall their previous responses while remaining in a stable condition. For the second assessment, the instrument will be mailed to a random sample of 20% of the original group who are expected to have a stable condition.36 Participants’ condition will be considered stable if, within the 2-week period, they do not consult an ophthalmologist or another physician due to progression of any disease, there is no change in treatment and the participants experience no major traumatic event in their life.37 Reliability will be measured by determining intraclass coefficient correlation (ICC) that calculates the proportion of the between-subject variance to the total variance. An ICC of 0.7 and greater will indicate good reliability.36 37

Sensitivity

When used in clinical trials, it is important for the instrument to be able to detect differences among patients with various disease severity levels. Sensitivity will be evaluated by cross-sectional comparison among participants with various severities using between group analysis of variance F statistics. Relative efficiency (RE) will be calculated based on a ratio of the F-statistic of one group to the F-statistic of a reference group. A larger RE value indicates higher sensitivity.35

Responsiveness

Responsiveness is the ability to detect within-patient change, often as a result of a treatment.33 35 This will be assessed by applying the instrument to participants on two occasions: at baseline and after receiving treatments. Readministration of the instrument will occur at 3 months following treatment to ensure that potential treatment effects have set in. The results of NEI-VFQ-25 will be used as a reference of any changes in HRQoL.

Standardised response mean (SRM), the mean change in score from baseline assessment to the 3-month reassessment divided by the SD of the change in scores, will be calculated. An SRM of 0.20 will be considered as small, one of 0.50 as moderate and one of 0.80 or greater as large. A moderate to large SRM indicates that the instrument is responsive.31 35

Stage 4: Valuation

Once the instrument is validated, the next step would be to derive utility values for the health states described by the instrument. The design of the valuation study will be determined once the descriptive system of the instrument is developed.

We expect to have 5–9 items, each with 3–5 levels of responses. Thus, the descriptive system will likely define over thousands of health states. It would not be feasible to value all health states as seen in other preference-based instruments’ valuation studies.13 A common practical solution is to choose a subset of health states for valuation.38 39 We will choose from two main approaches to the health state selection: factorial design and orthogonal design.40–42 The factorial design ensures that multiple combinations of response levels across the dimensions are included. Health states are classified into severity groups (eg, mild, moderate and severe) and then a subset is selected that includes the worst possible health state, and a number of health states from each of these severity groups.39 42 The second approach assumes independence of the dimensions and constructs an orthogonal array from which to choose the minimum sample of health states. The resulting valuation set of health states will cover an adequate mix of mild, moderate and severe states. The number of states will be balanced with the number of observations per state. The common tendency is to trade off in favour of the number of states.43 For example, an average of 15 observations per state was used to estimate the Short Form six dimension in a sample of 249 states.40 An allocation procedure will be determined based on the number of health states selected and the targeted sample size. The sampling method will aim to achieve a representative sample of the glaucoma patient population and reflect geographical and socioeconomic characteristics of this population.

Time-trade off (TTO) has been used widely to elicit health utilities.44 45 We will use face-to-face interviews to conduct valuation exercises using TTO to obtain utility values for the selected health states. Statistical modelling will then use the observed utilities of a subset of the states to predict utility values for all health states described by the instrument.

Modelling of health state valuations is almost always exploratory.46 Regression techniques will be used to fit a number of alternative additive models onto the individual-level data. Consistent with extensive previous experience, the TTO values will serve as the dependent variable, whereas the independent variables will be derived from the instrument’s descriptive system which we assume is ordinal in nature.44–46 The independent variables will represent the items and response levels of the instrument’s descriptive system.

The following criteria will be applied to select the preferred model: face validity and goodness-of-fit measures. Face validity implies logical consistency across generated utility values: a clinically ‘better’ state should have a
higher utility index.46 For goodness-of-fit, mean absolute error (MAE) and mean-squared error (MSE) will be used in a leave-a-state-out cross validation approach.46 Smaller MAE/MSEs are indicative of the best model fit. The algorithm from the preferred model will be used to obtain all utility values for the instrument.
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